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Summary
The theme of our January newsletter was “the
market is stable, not much has changed.” In
fact, the only significant updates were
highlighted for readers in three sections.
Today, we are more than three months into a
global pandemic. As a result, this will be a
comprehensive update.
The affordable housing industry, and the
market for LIHTC investments specifically,
continues to demonstrate resiliency in times of
economic distress.
Affordable housing
fundamentals remain strong with demand for
quality affordable housing far exceeding supply
nationally. For LIHTC properties in particular,
the underlying assets generally perform well
during economic downturns. Investor benefits
based on tax credits and tax deductions, rather
than cash flow and operations, remain
relatively steady unless operational challenges
persist for several years. Having said that, the
unprecedented fiscal stimulus by the federal
government has, at least temporarily, blunted
the impact that the massive increase in
unemployment would otherwise have on
property operations.
Despite the impact of the pandemic on all
aspects of the economy, demand for LIHTC
investments,
if
currently
somewhat
diminished, has held remarkably steady. In the
wake of the global outbreak, a number of
investors took a pause on new commitments,
but nearly all followed through with
commitments made prior to mid-March. While
most investors reported additional hurdles in
getting investments approved, funds have
generally closed and cleared the market close
to their original target size, timing and

yields. For those investors that shied away
from LIHTC, reasons included; focusing on core
businesses, conservative budgeting during
uncertain times, or diminished appetite due to
unclear tax projections for the next several
years. While some investors did move to the
sidelines, at least temporarily, several have
actually increased their overall investing
targets for the year as they view LIHTC funds
as
attractive
relative
to
alternative
investments.
Some investors may view multifamily investing
opportunistically during a downturn for
several reasons: unlike the last recession,
inflated real estate prices and speculation have
not been a direct contributor to the current
financial downturn. In addition, LIHTC
performed favorably through the last recession
compared to many others and some may
predict similar resiliency this time around.

Housing Tax Credit Performance: High Performance and Increased Need. A
CohnReznick LLP Report. Tax Credit Investment Services 2017:
https://www.cohnreznick.com/insights/housing-tax-credit-monitor
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continue to monitor potential impacts to the
LIHTC industry.

COVID-19
The most recent headlines and analyses
suggest that COVID-19 will be with us for the
foreseeable future. The U.S. accounts for
roughly 4% of the world’s population, but as of
July 2nd accounted for 25% of global COVID-19
cases and deaths according to the World Health
Organization. The latest headlines report a
record number of daily new cases in the U.S.
which has resulted in some states halting or
rolling back their reopening plans.
Supporting our view that COVID-19 will be
with us well into 2021, according to Bob
Brinker’s Marketimer 1, epidemiologists at the
University of Minnesota see three possible
outcomes for the pandemic in the absence of a
vaccine: 1) a series of mini-wave outbreaks
recurring every few months; 2) a second wave,
stronger than the first which could last longer
if aided by relaxation of mitigation efforts,
followed by minor waves; or 3) recurring
waves similar to the first wave at least until
over 50% of the population has been infected.
Over the past several weeks, many states have
forecasted drastic shortfalls in revenue for
2020 due to the economic slowdown. It is
important to note that state and local
governments often contribute to the financing
of affordable housing at the project level,
closing funding gaps with sources such as
grants, TIF loans, real estate tax abatements
and other soft monies. Many states also have
their own state level low income housing and
historic preservation tax credit programs.
While we hope any eventual impact to
affordable housing resulting from state and
local budget shortfalls will be limited, we will
1

All this points to continued COVID-19 impact
on the economy, and our industry for the
remainder of 2020 and into 2021. It follows
that fund managers will have to continue to
respond to the impact of the pandemic on the
underwriting of new transactions and existing
portfolios.

Underwriting
As a result of the pandemic, all of our
syndicator partners have adjusted their
policies and procedures with respect to
underwriting new transactions and reporting
on existing portfolios. While there have been
instances of construction work stoppage in
various parts of the country, all 50 states now
designate the construction of affordable
housing as “essential”. As a result, new
construction and rehabilitation of existing
projects has not been as negatively impacted as
initially feared. Some syndicators have added
three months to all construction, lease-up and
credit delivery schedules, whereas others are
evaluating timelines on a transaction by
transaction basis.

Bob Brinker’s Marketimer, Vol. 35, No. 6, June 3 2020
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Nearly all syndicators are monitoring and
providing sensitivity analysis to investors on
monthly rent collections in the context of
existing budgets, continued HUD and USDA
rental assistance payments and operating
reserves.
Area Median Income (AMI)
projections have also become a concern. AMI
governs maximum allowable LIHTC rents, and
a prolonged recession could result in flat or
negative AMI trends in some locations.
Syndicators are also identifying construction
items subject to delays and increased costs,
factoring in local restrictions and guidelines
and looking at the local employment base in the
context of its vulnerability to the economic
impact of the pandemic. Syndicators continue
to focus on cost containment measures,
potential supply chain disruptions, and
projects’ readiness to proceed with respect to
permitting and inspections. Construction loan
terms, including extension provisions and
draw requests are also under new scrutiny.

Portfolio Composition
The pandemic has created some shifts in
investor preferences with respect to fund
portfolio composition, some of which are
counter to historical trends.
For example, the focus on appropriation risk of
subsidized units seems to have shifted in favor
of subsidized units as investors feel more
comfortable with properties receiving
government supported rental payments in the
face of job losses on a scale not seen since the
Great Recession.
Small and rural markets, which to date have
been impacted by the virus far less than major
cities, have become more attractive. Senior
properties, characterized predominately by
tenants on fixed incomes, have been posting
slightly better rent collections.
Conversely, the senior properties are both
much more at risk to the Coronavirus and have
a more sensitive population with respect to
conducting rehabilitations with tenants in
place. Investor sentiment seems split with
respect to new construction versus
rehabilitations.
On the one hand, new
construction’s longer timeline to completion
might miss much of the impact of the pandemic.
Whereas rehabilitations of existing properties
face
greater
near-term
construction
challenges, but benefit from having qualified
renters in place if the economic recovery is
prolonged.
As the pandemic wears on,
investors are increasingly focused on deal
terms at the property level, and in general, deal
terms from the investor’s perspective have
improved. There is still solid demand for clean
transactions
that
adhere
closely
to
underwriting guidelines, but transactions with
issues are finding little traction.
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Rent
Collections
As record unemployment sweeps the nation, a
major focus over the past several months has
been rent collections. In March, there was deep
concern that rent collections would nosedive in
April and May as unemployment rolls swelled.
There was speculation that renters may even
go on “strike” against paying rent given the
extent of the economic impact. Instead, rent
collections in April, May and June came in
surprisingly strong – most likely due to direct
payments to households in the form of
enhanced unemployment benefits from both
federal and state governments.
Across a range of syndicators, we consistently
saw initial rent collections for each month
ranging from 85-95% of historic averages and
full month collections within a few percentage
points compared to the same months in the
prior
year
for
both
LIHTC
and
preservation/workforce housing. Again, with
respect to LIHTC property operations
specifically, investor benefits consisting of tax
credits and tax losses are historically insulated
from short-term changes in property
operations.

…rent collections in April, May and
June came in surprisingly strong
The economic impact of the pandemic has been
blunted by the largest ever U.S. government
fiscal intervention. To date, COVID-19 relief
measures passed by Congress total close to $3
trillion in the form of soft loans and direct aid.

2

So-called “helicopter money”, in the form of
direct payments to individuals ($1200 per
person and $500 per child with qualifying
limitations), have largely been completed. The
Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) began
with $349 billion and required an additional
$310 billion due to heavy demand. This
program covers eight weeks of employee
payroll and due to a surprising extension
signed late last Saturday, the program will now
be extended to August.
Expanded
unemployment benefits are providing an
added $600 weekly to those who qualify and
are in addition to state benefits. This program
is scheduled to expire at the end of July2 .

It is interesting to note that these programs
contributed to a nearly 11% increase in U.S.
consumer incomes in April while personal
income in May was down 4.2%. The expiration
of these programs as well as the expiration of
moratoriums on evictions raise serious
concerns about tenants’ ability to continue to
make rent payments in the months ahead
without additional governmental support. As
of the beginning of June, approximately 30
million Americans, about one-third of the
workforce, were receiving unemployment
benefits.

Bob Brinker’s Marketimer, Vol. 35, No. 6, June 3 2020
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Flashback
In January, we mentioned that banking
consolidations continue and often result in
increased CRA goals, driving additional
demand for LIHTC investments. The union of
BB&T and SunTrust Bank into what is now
Truist Bank is the largest of these recent
mergers, positioning Truist as one of the
largest LIHTC bank investors. While we
expected to see increased demand for
investment from Truist in 2020, with the
impact of the pandemic, we expect that most of
that will shift forward to 2021 and beyond.

With respect to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac,
currently there are conflicting views as to
whether the GSEs (Government Sponsored
Entities) will get approval to increase their
investment budgets or be held to the caps they
are currently operating under.

Lastly, we mentioned in January that as the
number of syndicators proliferates and as
smaller syndicators make plans to become
larger syndicators, the supply of fund offerings
continues to increase. This translates to
increased competition for investor equity.
However, due to pandemic related travel
restrictions interfering with typical due
diligence protocols as well as other procedural
restrictions, we expect that many growth and
expansion plans will be slowed if not delayed,
particularly for the newest syndicators.

LIHTC Pricing Outlook
As always, we emphasize that there is a range
in LIHTC yields across the market. Reasons for
this include, but are not limited to, differences
in portfolio composition, sponsor strength,
load, the use of bridge financing as well as
inefficiencies in the market.
In general, investors with CRA needs are less
price-sensitive than non-CRA buyers. CRA
pricing can apply to investors who require a
CRA letter on individual transactions or groups
of transactions depending upon their
geographic location. As a result, there is often
bifurcated pricing in the market.
While the influence the non-CRA component of
the equity market has on lower-tier pricing
(property level) is limited because it comprises
only about 15-20% of the total market, this
segment can move the market. When non-CRA
investors pull back, fund sponsors who rely on
non-CRA investor equity will typically cut fees
and raise yields as necessary to obtain the
investor equity needed to clear their funds. If
this pricing pressure persists at the fund level,
ultimately lower tier pricing will follow suit.
Our pricing summary focuses on three specific
segments: multi-investor national funds; CRA
versus non-CRA; and California regional funds.
Below, we discuss the outlook for pricing
during the second half of 2020.
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Fund Level vs.
Property Level
Pricing Trends
Our pricing outlook for the next six months is
based on both fund-level and property-level
information from syndicators and investors. It
is important to look at both because propertylevel and fund-level pricing do not always
move in concert in the short-term. Historically,
there has been a pricing lag of at least six
months in the LIHTC market.

Tax credit pricing can be somewhat inelastic
due to a number of factors including the long
project lifecycle from conception to
construction, and the protracted negotiations
between syndicators and developers over
terms and pricing. There is also a lag in
feedback from investor demand to resulting
adjustments in property-level negotiations
with developers.

Federal credit pricing held relatively steady
through the first quarter, but fund yields
started to move up in Q2. The pricing change
has been driven by a moderate reduction in
investor demand since the pandemic broke
rather than the relative attractiveness of LIHTC
returns compared to alternative investments.
In general, LIHTC yields that were relatively
attractive to alternatives before the pandemic
have only become more so.

To confirm whether fund-level pricing is in
sync with property-level pricing trends, we
conducted an informal survey of our syndicator
partners. Based on feedback from more than
half a dozen syndicators, pricing at the
property-level is generally down 2 to 3 cents
from pre-COVID-19 levels with some exception
for certain CRA locations holding steady. At the
other end of the spectrum, pricing in California
saw more significant pricing declines due to
increased supply and pull-back from certain
direct investors.
It appears that about half that pricing
correction has made its way to fund yields
and roughly half is still to come. In terms of
fund yields, typically a one penny
improvement in pricing equates to
approximately 20 to 25 basis points of yield.
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National Funds

investments that mix both CRA selections at
lower yields with non-CRA selections to
achieve higher overall returns.

Where are yields and where are they
headed?
At this time, national funds seeking to attract
economically motivated non-CRA equity are
generally priced in the $0.94-$0.98 per credit
range on a fully loaded basis with after-tax
QIRRs in the 5.50-6.50% range, which is an
increase of 25 to 50 basis points from January
at the upper-end of the range. We think an
additional increase of 25 to 50 basis points in
yield is likely for funds coming out later in the
year based on investor demand levels and
lower-tier pricing data.
We would expect to see a larger increase in
yields for funds that are more dependent upon
economic investors as demand in this cohort
has softened more than CRA-motivated
investors and a number of the largest economic
investors have fully or largely committed their
2020 investment allocations. That said, the
somewhat softer demand in this segment may
be offset partially by fewer and smaller multiinvestor fund offerings through year-end than
originally planned.
Additional pricing adjustments are likely if the
pandemic and economic picture worsens in Q3
and Q4.
Pricing can fall outside of these ranges based
on geographic location of properties,
investment
size
and
other
special
circumstances (e.g. a sponsor replacing a lost
equity commitment). At the higher-end of the
yield spectrum there are a number of economic
investors that will make larger investments to
secure premium yields within national multiinvestor funds. There are also larger CRAmotivated banks that are making blended

Additional pricing adjustments are likely if
the pandemic and economic picture worsens
in Q3 and Q4.

Outside mainstream LIHTC multi-investor
funds, some investors who require higher
returns are willing to invest in funds with
higher risk profiles including mixed-income
developments, assisted living properties and
LIHTC transactions with higher leverage.
Currently, we see opportunistic offerings
ranging from 6.50% to 8.00% on an after-tax
basis.

For CRA-motivated investors, the yield range
has generally been between 4.00% for higher
demand metropolitan statistical areas and
counties to 5.00% for less competitive CRA
markets. Overall, we expect this to trend
upward through year-end as discussed above.
There are exceptions to this range as well with
some funds offering yields to CRA investors
above 5.00%, and even well above 5.00%,
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depending upon the specific composition of the
fund and the syndicator’s investor base.
Conversely, the most competitive CRA areas
(e.g. Bay Area, NYC five boroughs, Boston, Utah,
etc.) could hold steady and may still have yields
that dip into the 3% range for certain
transactions.
These ranges assume that the national
economy continues to recover from the
pandemic.
One variable affecting the IRR and price per
credit ranges above is the amount of bridge
financing being utilized by the fund sponsor. In
general, fund bridging has become more
prevalent in 2020 as interest rates have
declined and arbitrage opportunities have
increased. Most national funds assume at least
some modest level of bridge financing to
manage capital calls, and a number of
syndicators use additional bridging to more
effectively compete for product, enhance yield
and manage investor capital contributions.

California Regional
Funds
Supply/Demand Imbalance Increases
Our past two newsletters discussed a supplydemand imbalance that has contributed to
rising yields in the California segment of the
LIHTC market. One of the ways syndicators
have adjusted is by including pricing class
structures that mirror large national funds.
California funds now commonly offer volume
discounts or ‘anchor’ classes for investors
committing large dollar amounts (typically
$20M+) at yields approaching national fund
yields in the 5.50% - 6.00% range.

For investors that are focused on the lowest
price per credit and little or no bridging, some
funds will offer an unbridged investment class
option (“cash needs”), which results in a lower
IRR.
Conversely, some syndicators offer bridged
returns for investors focused on a higher IRR,
which generally increases the gross price per
credit. These options appeal to different
investors based on their internal investment
models. It should be noted that the use of
bridging by syndicators varies depending on
the spread between the cost of bridging and
fund yields. It should also be noted that while
pre-COVID interest rates were at a record low,
some lenders have since increased those rates
and required additional underwriting and
internal approvals during the pandemic.

They also offer various classes for CRA
designations, with Bay Area yields offered at
around 4.00% and other more competitive
counties such as Los Angeles, Orange & San
Diego being offered in the 4.25% - 4.75% range.
Rural counties and non-CRA designated classes
are typically being offered in the 4.75% - 5.00%
range. With the increased amount of both
federal and state LIHTC credits in California,
there are more transactions coming to market
and we would expect these yield ranges to
trend upward over the next six months further
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driven by the general pullback in demand as
well.
The supply of credits in California is primarily
impacted by the adoption of two additional
credit awards to help address the affordable
housing crisis in the state. California Assembly
Bill 101 was included in the latest state level
budget, which was signed in early 2019 by
Governor Newsom. The bill provides an
additional annual allocation of $500 million of
California state tax credits designed to be
paired with 4% new construction transactions
for the 2020 calendar year. These additional
state credits are being awarded to ‘shovel
ready’ projects that will commence
construction within 180 days. Future years of
state credits will be subject to appropriations.
While California’s state budget is anticipated to
see drastic revenue declines due to COVID, we
consistently see strong political support for
affordable housing and will hopefully avoid any
significant impacts to the production of
affordable homes in California in the future.

increases from $2.3B to $3.75B (assuming a
PPC of $0.95), an increase of over 60 percent.
A stabilizing factor on pricing, particularly in
California, is the presence of programmatic
investors. Due to resource constraints relative
to their annual investment goals, many
investors do not have the luxury of trying to
time the market and instead spread their
workflow over the course of the year. Banks
with CRA needs that are difficult to fill may be
inclined to accept current market pricing when
opportunities arise, regardless of the potential
for pricing changes in the future.
With an increased supply of transactions, and
reduced investor demand, we began to see an
uptick in California regional fund yields in the
first half of 2020 and expect yields to continue
to rise in the second half similar to and perhaps
more than the national pricing trend. We also
anticipate more California projects to be
included in National Funds as the price per
credit moves closer towards the national
average.

Secondary
Transactions

At the federal level, the recent tax extenders
legislation included a provision designating
approximately $1 billion in additional federal
LIHTC in 2020 to California’s disaster relief
qualified counties impacted by recent
wildfires. As a result, the combined 2020
California federal & state tax credit market

Year to date, secondary transaction volume is
down in 2020 relative to 2019. By our estimate
there has been less than $400M to date. There
have been a few moderate sized transactions
and some programmatic selling by one large
national syndicator (that buys LIHTC for its
own account) through their proprietary and
multi-investor fund offerings. In contrast,
secondary sales of LIHTC portfolios were
robust in 2019 with over $1 billion closing, or
about 6-7% of the total equity market.
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Interest Rate
Environment: 10-year
U.S. Treasury &
Corporate Bonds
The 10-year U.S. treasury bond yield is down
over 100 basis points since our last newsletter
and near all-time historic lows. The Federal
Reserve is apparently committed to doing
whatever is necessary to support the economy
in the wake of the pandemic. The response to
COVID-19 has been historic, as the Fed’s
balance sheet has grown by over 50% since
March to a level approaching $7 trillion. The
overnight federal funds rate remains at its
record low range of 0.0% to 0.25%, and the Fed
has returned to a program of quantitative
easing to promote low interest rates. All of this
has helped buoy the stock market despite the
pandemic’s impact on the economy.

The spread for LIHTC investments has
certainly become more favorable and has
moved above the long-term historic average.
Due to the industry’s size and specific
characteristics, LIHTC yields do not correlate
directly with Treasury yields. However, the 10Year remains a common and important
reference point. The 10-year crested at 3.20%
in Q4 2018 and at the time of our last
newsletter in January, the 10-year was at
1.87%. Since mid-March and the outbreak, the
yield on the 10-year has generally been in the
0.60% to 0.90% range and averaged about
0.75%. As a result, the spread for LIHTC
investments has certainly become more
3

favorable and has moved above the long-term
historic average.
Over the past 15 years, the spread between
LIHTC yields (non-CRA yields in national
funds) and the 10-year yields (on an after-tax
basis) has ranged widely from a low of
approximately 135 bps in 2006 to a high of
around 900 bps in 2010. This historic average
has been approximately 430 bps. Using a nonCRA 6.00% after-tax QIRR from the most
recent round of closed multi-investor funds,
that spread today is above historical norms
at approximately 547 bps, a favorable
spread not seen since 2013.

Over the years, a number of investors have
indicated that BBB rated corporate bonds may
be the best credit proxy for LIHTC investments.
The spread between LIHTC yields has also
trended favorably against BBB’s. Historically,
LIHTC yields have been approximately 300 bps
over BBB’s after tax equivalent. Back in March,
the BBB index spiked to around 5.50%, but
after the Fed’s actions stabilized market
liquidity issues, BBB’s returned to their
downward trend. As of July 3, BBB’s sit at
2.62% 3 , the resulting after tax equivalent
spread to LIHTC has increased to 393 bps.
Please see our attached exhibits for graphical
representations of our yield data.

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/BAMLC0A4CBBBEY
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Preservation Funds
Preservation funds constitute a segment of the
multi-family market that is typically comprised
of existing, older multi-family rental properties
with rents at or below 80% of area median
income (AMI) which may or may not have some
form of government subsidy, and generally
cater to renter households with incomes at or
below 80% of median income.
Over the last five years, the number of these
funds have proliferated and pricing and terms
have started to coalesce. The fund sponsors
range from those with stated missions to
preserve affordable housing, to those that see
value-add plays for older multi-family real
estate with strong occupancy and cash flow
history.
These funds have different investment models
(e.g. acquisition versus joint venture) and
sourcing strategies (existing developer
networks, on-market transactions, off-market
transactions, etc.) and fall along a spectrum as
it relates to qualifying as a PWI. Currently,
banks make up the majority of investor equity
as investments in some of these funds qualify
for their CRA investment test (and lending test
if also providing debt to the fund). Other
investor cohorts include a limited number of
insurance companies as well as endowments,
foundations, family offices and high net worth
individuals.
Investments by insurance
companies have been limited presumably
because of risk-based capital charges relative
to returns, but interest seems to be increasing.

equity closing, preservation funds are typically
less specified during the marketing period. As
a result, CRA investors may have to get
comfortable making capital commitments
without specific properties for CRA identified
at closing.
Subsequent geographic CRA
targeting by the fund sponsor is often done on
a best-efforts basis.

We currently work with a number of fund
sponsors and, similar to the LIHTC market,
pricing appears to have adjusted downward in
the wake of the pandemic. According to Chris
Herrmann, Senior Vice President of Enterprise
Community Investment, they are seeing an
uptick in the number of available transactions
and a 5-10% downward price adjustment for
transactions with a value-add strategy. In
contrast, he reports increased demand for
properties with government rental assistance
and strong “core” transactions (i.e. the best
properties in the best markets). Investor
demand has reportedly softened somewhat,
similar to the LIHTC market, and we expect
fewer funds and somewhat smaller fund sizes
in 2020 and perhaps beyond.
Partially
offsetting the more conservative approach to
value-add strategies is the availability of
significantly lower mortgage rates, particularly
HUD debt.

Unlike LIHTC funds where properties are
largely specified to the fund prior to investor
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Across these sponsors, multi-investor fund
sizes range from $50 million to $1.5 billion with
$100-200 million being more typical.
Preferred returns are generally in the 6.00 7.00% range on a pre-tax basis with total
returns in the 8.00 – 11.00% range and it looks
like these targets will hold through 2020.
With respect to rent collections, Herrmann
reports that rent collections are down about 510% across the portfolio - much less than
feared at the outbreak of the pandemic. Similar
to LIHTC properties, the relatively modest loss
in rent collections is due to support from the
Payroll Protection Program, enhanced
unemployment benefits, and the fact that a
large percentage of tenants are classified as
“essential” workers. As highlighted earlier, the
specter of declining rent collections looms in
the months ahead as key government aid
packages expire.

allowed to complete their current CRA cycle
prior to application and enforcement of the
new rules.
It is also important to note that these changes
were driven by former Comptroller of the
Currency, Joseph Otting, who stepped down
after issuance of these final rule changes.
Therefore, the OCC will be under new
leadership
during
the
issuances
of
supplemental
rule
changes
and
implementation. The implementation of these
rule changes remains difficult to predict. A
combination of the November elections, which
could result in significant changes to both the
executive and legislative branches of the
government, as well as significant industry
pushback including several organizations
announcing their intent to sue the OCC over the
new rules, could result in anything from
postponement or modification, to even a
rollback of the rule changes.

CRA Reform &
Modernization
In late May, the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency (OCC) issued final rule changes to
CRA for the banking institutions it regulates.
Historically, the three bank regulators move in
concert, however, the Federal Reserve Board
(FRB) did not participate in the rule making
process and while the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. (FDIC) did participate in the
process, ultimately it did not join the OCC in
issuing these final rules. It is important to note
that compliance with these rule changes is not
required until 2023 for larger institutions and
2024 for smaller ones. Furthermore, the
adoption of the new rules will occur on a rolling
basis rather than across all institutions at the
same time. OCC-regulated institutions will be

We are aware of at least one OCC regulated
mid-sized bank that has altered their target
CRA market due to these announced changes.
However, based on the foregoing, we do not see
the new CRA rules broadly impacting
investment behavior or market pricing over
the six month horizon of this newsletter. Over
the long term, it is important to highlight the
OCC is the largest bank regulator, covering
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about 70% of U.S. banks. These rule changes
will likely impact these large bank’s future
LIHTC investment behavior, and therefore the
broader market. As a result, it is useful to
review the list of the 10 largest OCC regulated
banking institutions, all of which are large
LIHTC equity investors. They are JPMorgan
Chase, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Citibank,
Wells Fargo, US Bank, PNC, Capital One, Bank of
New York Mellon, TD Bank and Citizens Bank.

New CRA Rules

(For OCC Regulated Banks)
The rule changes focus on four areas: 1) clarify
and expand what types of activities that qualify
for CRA; 2) expand geographic areas for
qualifying CRA activity; 3) create objective
measures of CRA activity and performance; and
4) revise data collection, reporting and
evaluation.
For our purposes, we have attempted to distill
it down to how the changes could impact
demand and LIHTC pricing if implemented.
1) Currently, LIHTC equity investments
qualify for the “Investment Test” portion
of CRA exam evaluations. Under the new
rules, the Investment Test would be
eliminated (along with other component

tests) and replaced by a simple ratio: all
qualifying CRA activity divided by the
quarterly average of the bank’s domestic
deposits. Historically, LIHTC equity
investments have been a primary
vehicle for banks to meet their
Investment Test and the elimination of
the Investment Test could reduce
demand for LIHTC investments.
2) The new rules greatly expand the list of
activities that would qualify for CRA
credit including investments in and
loans to finance crucial infrastructure
(bridges, roads, tunnels, etc.) and
buildings (schools, fire stations,
hospitals, etc.) that benefit the greater
public good. Given the scale of these
types of projects, they could make it
easier for banks to achieve their target
CRA ratio and divert investment away
from LIHTC and affordable housing.
3) The new rules also provide “double
credit” for certain investments, such as
those located in ‘CRA deserts’. It is
unclear whether this would mean that
an institution will only have to do half
the amount of investing they have done
in the past, or if this will provide an
incentive to make CRA investments in
addition to core lending activity.
4) CRA assessment areas will be defined in
two ways going forward. There will be
facility-based
assessment
areas
(headquarters,
branches,
etc.),
essentially as they currently exist, as
well as deposit-based assessment areas.
Based on our understanding, depositbased assessment areas will be required
if more than 50% of the bank’s deposits
come from outside of their facility-based
assessment areas.
Furthermore,
deposit-based assessment areas will be
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defined for any areas where 5% or more
the bank’s deposits originate, tied to the
depositor’s physical address.
It is
important to note that the new rules also
award CRA credit for qualifying activity
outside of both of those assessment
areas.
Impact to LIHTC:
These rule changes to CRA assessment areas
should result in a reduction, or at least an
alteration of CRA “hot spots” and may provide
more capital to underserved markets with the
upshot for LIHTC likely being higher yields in
what have historically been the most
competitive CRA markets and lower yields in
rural and underserved markets. Nonetheless,
CRA will still be focused on physical branch
locations and the non-overlapping areas where
deposits originate, so regions with both will
continue to see the most CRA-related activity.
There are some potential positives in the rule
changes, but like the negatives, the potential
impact is hard to quantify at this point. For
example, a minimum of 2% of CRA activity
must go to community development loans or
investments to achieve a “satisfactory”, or
“outstanding” rating. The new rules also favor
long-term investments, like LIHTC, because it is
a balance sheet measure. Furthermore, for
banks to maintain their CRA activity ratio, they
must grow CRA activity in proportion to
deposit growth.

housing units in the future. If the President
does not win a second term, then the incoming
administration will have the ability to appoint
a new head of the OCC and potentially modify
the new rules, or go in a different direction.
For more information, see the OCC’s final rule
changes:
occ.gov/news-issuances/federal-register/2020/nrocc-2020-63a.pdf

Potential LIHTC
Program Changes &
Pandemic Related
Relief
The LIHTC industry has been lobbying for
program changes since tax reform because the
equity market decreased in size after the value
of losses generated in LIHTC equity
investments decreased following the corporate
tax rate adjustment from 35% to 21%. In
March of 2018, Congress provided some relief
with the temporary increase in LIHTC
allocation of 12.5% for 9% credits for 4
successive years. Additionally, the IRS has
recently provided temporary deadline and
compliance relief to forestall disruptions to the
development of LIHTC projects in the short
term.

The Comptroller of the Currency, who heads
the OCC, is appointed by the President. If the
current President wins a second term and the
OCC follows through with implementation of
the new rules, we believe demand for LIHTC
equity investments will be negatively impacted
over the long-term, which would result in
falling LIHTC prices, rising yields, and
therefore, decreased production of affordable
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Still, the industry has been looking at various
legislative vehicles in the interim to get
additional changes made to the program. The
pandemic brought urgency to LIHTC specific
relief items such as extending Placed in Service
dates, which are at risk from supply chain
disruption and state and local office closures.
Furthermore, the massive fiscal stimulus
programs have opened the door for more
sweeping changes to the housing credit
program as low-income households have been
hit hardest during the pandemic.
In summary, there have been several legislative
proposals in both the House of Representatives
and the Senate that would dramatically
increase the supply of LIHTC including making
the 4% rate for tax exempt bond transactions
permanent, increasing the amount of allocated
LIHTC by more than 50% over 2021 and 2022
along with a 150% bonus to basis in the first
year of credit delivery for allocations made for
the next few years to help offset COVID-19
impacts.

Other proposals include multiple permanent
basis boosts to LIHTC based on geographies
such as rural, Indian Reservations, etc. Suffice

it to say that all these changes to the
program, if passed, would dramatically
impact LIHTC pricing and the market. There
have been many initiatives in the past that have
not come to fruition and this time may be no
different. We are taking a wait and see
approach, and will report on any legislative
changes to Section 42 if and when they
occur.
Last week, the House of Representatives
passed the Moving Forward Act (H.R. 2). While
the bill is likely to stall in the Senate, provisions
from the bill or similar legislation, may make
their way into future legislation in response to
COVID-19. We refer you to various industry
sources such as Cohn Reznick, Novogradac, and
the Affordable Housing Tax Credit Coalition for
additional detail on the legislative initiatives
and proposed changes to the LIHTC industry.

On July 1, the IRS issued guidance that provides
temporary relief to the LIHTC industry on a
range of issues in response to the pandemic.
For more information please refer to the
following site provided by NCSHA:
ncsha.org/blog/house-passes-infrastructurelegislation-with-significant-expansion-of-housingcredits-and-private-activity-bonds/
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Wrap Up
We will send out an updated summary of fund offerings in Q3 to capture any pricing changes for
year-end funds and will then follow up with our next newsletter in January. Please feel free to
contact us with any questions or if you’d like to discuss the LIHTC market and fund offerings in
more detail. We thank you, as always, for your feedback and continue to welcome questions and
comments. In the meantime, be well and stay healthy.

You can reach Dave Robbins at 617-340-7040 and Brian Rajotte at 503-575-9232.

Our thanks to John McDonald, Mike Connolly, Chris McCarthy and Garret Daigler at Beacon Hill
Capital for their contributions and insights to this market update.
You can reach them at 781-740-8981.
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LIHTC Yields vs.
Alternatives

Average LIHTC Multi-Fund Yield
vs. 10 Yr Treasury & AAA, BBB Index
(After Tax Equivalent)
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35% Tax Rate assumed for pre 2017, 25% assumed for 2017, 21% assumed for 2018-present
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10 yr treasury: Yields adjusted to represent an after tax yield assuming a 21% corporate tax rate. Source: treasury.gov

BBB Index OAS Effective Yield

Avg. LIHTC Yields: informal survey of non-CRA economic sell yields for multi-investor national LIHTC funds on a quarterly effective after tax basis.
AAA & BBB Yields: OAS adjusted to represent an after tax yield assuming a 21% corporate tax rate: Source: BofA Merrill Lynch, BofA Merrill Lynch US
Corporate BBB Effective Yield© retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis; https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/
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Exhibit B

LIHTC Historical
Spread Over 10-Year
Treasuries
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LIHTC National Funds
Q3 2020

An Institutional Division of Compass Securities Corp.

National Funds
Investment Pricing

Sponsor

Fund

Closing

Approx
. Size
($MM)

Status

Alliant

102

July

92

Circled

Hard
9% / 4%
Debt %

After Tax Quarterly Effective IRR (%)
Price Per Credit ($)
Investment Class

6.00%

5.50%

$0.958

$0.974

Gut
Rehab &
New
Const/
Rehab

Loss
Ratio

Notes

37%

44% /
56%

64% /
36%

.97:1

14 properties, 9 states, 64% new construction, 65% repeat
developer.

31%

69% /
31%

86% /
14%

1.09: 1

94% repeat developer, 86% new construction, 15
properties, 13 states.

26%

73% /
27%

87% /
13%

.69 : 1

100% closed or under LOI. 21 properties in 13 states.
94% repeat developers.

32%

41% /
59%

86% /
14%

1.00 : 1

100% specified and under LOI. 51% closed. 92% repeat
developer. 21 properties in 12 states + D.C.

32%

39% /
61%

64% /
36%

1.24 : 1

High and low PPC estimated. ~40% of equity priced at
5.50% IRR. 3.75% and 4.25% CRA classes not shown ~
7% of equity. CA ans SC state tax credits. 78% closed or
under LOI. 65% repeat developer.

32%

29% /
71%

34% /
66%

N/A

16 properties in 9 states. Approx 70% repeat developer.
Portfolio metrics appoximate.

30%

60% /
40%

62% /
38%

.86 : 1

Secondary transactions included. 22% stabilized, 25%
under const., 34 properties in 21 states. 5% PNC coinvest.

34%

TBD

TBD

TBD

All numbers preliminary and subject to change. Final price
per credit likely to drop by $.01 or more by launch.

28%

53% /
47%

83% /
17%

1.23:1

17 properties across 10 states. 59% repeat developer.
5.90% IRR for investments of $25M or more is on an
unbridged basis.

44%

69% /
31%

38% /
62%

1.10 : 1

24 properties in 15 states; 83% repeat developer; 80% of
properties have gov't subsidy

28%

49% /
51%

68% /
32%

1.14 : 1

26 properties in 17 states. 81% closed or under contract.
73% repeat developer.

>$35mm
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6.00%

5.00%
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100
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$0.950

N/A

N/A

6.00%

5.75%

5.60%

5.25%

5.00%
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3.50%
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June

178
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$0.965

$0.975

$0.980

$0.945

$1.010

$1.03

$1.06

>$30M
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>$50M

CRA 1
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CRA 4

6.30%

6.250%

5.80%

5.25%

5.00%

4.25%

3.50%

$0.994

$1.000

$1.010

$1.030

$1.040

$1.06

$1.09

>$50M

>$30M

>$20M

<$20M

CRA 1

CRA 3

CRA 5

5.50%

5.00%

4.50%

4.15%

4.00%

3.40%

3.00%

$0.980

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$1.070

CRA

CRA

CRA

CRA

CRA

CREA
80

Enterprise

33

Sept

August

~250

305

Available

Circled

Base

Hunt

37

June

117

Closed

PNC

76

June

155

Closed

CRA

5.75%

3.25%

$0.973

$1.06

6.00%

5.50%

$0.964

$0.982

>=$35M

RBC

Red Stone

Richman

31

78

130

Oct

July

June

150+

127

175

Prelim

Cicled

Circled

6.25%

6.00%

5.25%

4.50%

4.25%

4.00%

$0.970

$0.981

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD
CRA

>=$25M

Base

CRA

CRA

CRA

6.00%

5.90%

5.50%

5.25%

4.50%

$0.960

$0.955

$0.978

$0.987

$1.015

>= $25M

>=$25M

<25, > 10

CRA

CRA <10

6.20%

6.00%

4.75%

.95+

$0.960

$1.000

6.40%

6.00%

$0.962

$0.969

>$25mm

< $25mm

CRA

WNC
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Aug
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Circled

5.25%

CRA
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CRA

4.00%

CRA

"LIHTC Disclosure
This is not a solicitation. This material is for educational purposes only and is not meant to be investment
advice. This material may represent an assessment of the LIHTC market environment at a specific point in
time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, or a guarantee of future results. To determine if
the LIHTC Fund(s) are an appropriate investment, carefully consider the investment objectives, risk factors,
charges and expenses before making any investment. This and other information can be found in a fund's
CRA' denotes lower IRRs for one or more classes for geographic-based CRA claims.
private placement offering memorandum, or other offering information specific to the investment structure,
which can be obtained by calling 781-740-8981 or the specific contact information provided in the investment
materials. Read all materials carefully before considering investing. Diversification may not protect against
market risk. Current and future portfolio holdings are subject to risks as well. LIHTC private placements
This information does not consititute an offering. All information subject to change.
involve risk including failure to achieve desired tax benefits and the possible loss of principal. Past
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Exhibit D

An institutional division of Compass Securities Corp.

LIHTC California Regional Funds
Q3 2020
Investment Pricing
Approx.
Closing
Size ($MM)

Sponsor

Fund

Boston Capital

CA 9

Mar

84

Closed

CREA

75

May

93

Closed

Enterprise

RBC

CAG 7

CA 6

Red Stone

CA-2020

17-Aug

July

Nov

84.4

59

80+

After Tax Quarterly Effective IRR (%)
Price Per Credit ($)
Investment Class

Status

Circled

Available

Prelim

4.75%

4.25%

NA

NA

5.50%

4.50%

4.00%

$1.040

$1.070

$1.090

>=$23.25M

CRA 1

CRA 2

5.50%

4.25%

TBD

TBD

TBD

>=$25M

CRA

CRA

4.75%

4.50%

4.00%

$1.083

NA

NA

$7.5M*

$25.4M*

$36.6M*

6.00%

5.00%

4.50%

TBD

TBD

TBD

>=$20M

>=$10M

<$10M

TBD

TBD

Hard
Debt %

Notes

30%

Six properties including Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco and Redding.
4.75% yield available for Redding only

42%

7 properties all under LOI or closed. 93% repeat developer. Loss ratio of 135%.

15%

All tax exempt transactions. 71% repeat developer, 90% new construction, 41%
subsidized.

21%

* Denotes equity by IRR category. Five properties, 100% repeat developers.
85% rehab.

21%

Anticipated launch early July. All numbers preliminary and subject to change.

TBD

All numbers preliminary and subject to change.

4.00%

6.00%

WNC

CA 19

Dec/Jan

80+

Prelim
>=$20M

* Funds shown in bold are open to investors.
This information does not consititute an offering. All information subject to change.
STCI is an institutional division of Compass Securities Corporation. Securities offered through Compass Securities Corp, member FINRA SIPC; www.CompassSecurities.com

LIHTC Disclosure
This is not a solicitation. This material is for educational purposes only and is not meant to be investment advice. This material may represent an assessment of the LIHTC market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a
at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, or a guarantee of future results. To determine if the LIHTC Fund(s) are an appropriate investment,
carefully consider the investment objectives, risk factors, charges and expenses before making any investment. This and other information can be found in a fund's private placement
private placement offering memorandum, or other offering information specific to the investment structure, which can be obtained by calling 781-740-8981 or the specific contact
information provided in the investment materials. Read all materials carefully before considering investing. Diversification may not protect against market risk. Current and future
portfolio holdings are subject to risks as well. LIHTC private placements involve risk including failure to achieve desired tax benefits and the possible loss of principal.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Not FDIC Insured. No Bank Guarantee. May Lose Value.

Strategic Tax Credit Investments, An Institutional Division of Compass Securities 617-340-7040 (Direct) 800-253-8917 (Main). 50 Braintree Hill Office Park, Suite 105 Braintree, MA 02184
Registered Representative, Compass Securities Corporation, Securities offered through Compass Securities Corporation, member FINRA SIPC. This message may contain confidential and/or
proprietary information and is intended for the person/entity to whom it was originally addressed. Any use by others is strictly prohibited. This is not a solicitation. The material is for educational
purposes only and is not meant to be investment advice nor an offer to buy securities. Any offer would need to be accompanied by a private placement memorandum.
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Exhibit E

LIHTC Market Update: July 2020

An institutional division of Compass Securities Corp.

Preservation & Workforce Housing Funds
Q3 2020

Pre-Tax IRR %
Commitment
Asset Mgmt Approx. Size
Period/Hold
Fees
(millions)
(in Yrs)

Pref Return

Net/Residual

Co Investment

Minimum
Investment
Size

Approx.
Available $MM

Notes

100

8.00%

11-14%

2% to 5%

$3M

75.00

Launch delayed. Numbers preliminary. Maximim, aggregate fund level
leverage of 65%, max of 20% of total fund for a single asset. 50/50 catch-up,
80/20 Promote.

1.5-2.0%

1500

7.00%

9-11%

2% up to $10M

$250K

est 1000

Freddie Mac Social Impact Financiing, PWI compliant, tenant programs &
svs, 65-85% acquisition of Class B&C, 10-20% new development, 5-15%
manuf. housing. Target leverage of 60-65%.

3 / 10

1.5%

168

7.00%

9-11%

2.5% upto $2.5M

$500k

50+

Target returns for CRA investors are 100 basis points lower. Preferred
Return of Capital. 50/50 until yields hit, then 20% after preferred return & 30%
after net return to LP's thereafter. Max 15% of equity in 1 transaction

2021

3/5

2%

100

7.00%

11.00%

up to 24.99%

$5M

0.00

Launch delayed. Leverage of underlying assets of no more thand 65% LTV.
Distributions- 100% to investor until 7% annual return, 100% until return of
capital, 95% until a non-compounded 11% annual return, 80% thereafter

2020

3/8

1.5%

100

8.00%

11-13%

5% up to $1.5M

$2.5M

50.00

PWI compliant, 100% return of capital to LPs; next 100% to LPs until
cumulative 8% pref., 50% to LPs until 20% catch up to GP, then 80/20 split

Sponsor

Fund

Closing

Alliant

3

2021

3/7

1.5%

Bridge Investment
Group

2

1st-Aug

4 / 10-12

Enterprise

4

Dec

PNC

3

WNC

2

* Funds shown in bold are open to investors.

This information does not consititute an offering. All information subject to change.
STCI is an institutional division of Compass Securities Corporation. Securities offered through Compass Securities Corp, member FINRA SIPC; www.CompassSecurities.com

Disclosure
This is not a solicitation. This material is for educational purposes only and is not meant to be investment advice. This material may represent an assessment of the Preservation Fund market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of
at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, or a guarantee of future results. To determine if the Preservation Fund(s) are an appropriate investment,
carefully consider the investment objectives, risk factors, charges and expenses before making any investment. This and other information can be found in a fund's private placement
private placement offering memorandum, or other offering information specific to the investment structure, which can be obtained by calling 781-740-8981 or the specific contact
information provided in the investment materials. Read all materials carefully before considering investing. Diversification may not protect against market risk. Current and future
portfolio holdings are subject to risks as well. Preservation private placements involve risk including failure to achieve desired tax benefits and the possible loss of principal.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Not FDIC Insured. No Bank Guarantee. May Lose Value.

Strategic Tax Credit Investments, An Institutional Division of Compass Securities 617-340-7040 (Direct) 800-253-8917 (Main). 50 Braintree Hill Office Park, Suite 105 Braintree, MA 02184
Registered Representative, Compass Securities Corporation, Securities offered through Compass Securities Corporation, member FINRA SIPC. This message may contain confidential and/or
proprietary information and is intended for the person/entity to whom it was originally addressed. Any use by others is strictly prohibited. This is not a solicitation. The material is for educational
purposes only and is not meant to be investment advice nor an offer to buy securities. Any offer would need to be accompanied by a private placement memorandum.
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